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DEC, 2009 



OVERVIEW 
 

 

17 Dec 2009 

 

 KPC data:  July, 1988  Dec, 2008 

 

 TMF data: January, 1995  Dec, 2008 

 

 Misc: 

o Demography: Some data needed on recent immigrants and infants 

o Monkey hunts: January, 1990  December, 2003 

o Monkey sightings (from KPCs): January, 2003  Dec 2008 

o Health data (from KPCs): January, 2005  Dec 2008 

 

 Queries/Macros: 

 

o Demography 

 For a given date (or dates), calculates the age of all chimps and 

summarize community composition. 

 

o Party size/composition 

 From a user-generated table containing the date, time and observer 

of specific events, determines the total party size, and the number 

of adult males (age criterion chosen by user), adult females and 

swollen females that were present. 

 

o Dyadic association 

 For a given period, determines the number of times that each 

chimp was seen, how often each dyad was seen together in the 

same party, and calculates the simple Dyadic Association Index. 



TABLES 
 
15_MINUTE_SCAN 
 
Description:  This table contains general information about each observational scan for 

collection of KPC data.   

 

July, 1988  Dec 2008 

 

Primary key: date, observer, time 

 

field name format description comments 

date date (med) date of research  

observer_id text (3) initials of observer foreign key to 

OBSERVER_LOOKUP 

scan_time time (short) Time (15 min 

interval) of KPC 

scan 

 

HF text “How Found” consistency varies. 

codes should be 

standardized with 

lookup table 

AB text A= first 

observation of 

party 

B=not first 

observation of 

party  

pretty complete, except 

for some early years 

P text Y= Party comp. 

certain 

U= Party comp 

uncertain 

early years only 

ACT text behavior of party almost totally empty 

except for some in 99 

and 2000 

scan_comments text comments  

 
 



CHIMP_OBSERVATION 
 
Description:  This table contains the date and time of every sighting of every chimp over 

the course of the study. Currently, it contains 1 row for each 15 minute interval that each 

chimp was sighted (one row per “check box” on the KPC sheets). This means that there 

are over a million rows. I would eventually like to change it to an “arrival” format like 

Gombe. Regardless of size, however, this can be used to calculate party size and 

composition very easily. 

 

July, 1988  Dec 2008 

 

Primary key: date, observer, time, chimp_id 

 
field name format description comments 

date date 

(med) 

date  

observer_id text (3) initials of chimp foreign key to 

OBSERVER_LOOKUP 

chimp_id text 

(3) 

ID code for chimp 

that was present in 

party 

foreign key to 

DEMOGRAPHY 

scan_time time (short) time (15 min) of 

chimp sighting 

 

uncertainty_flag yes/no indicates whether 

there was 

uncertainty in the 

party comp. data 

may refer specifically to 

a certain chimp, or to 

the entire party comp 

for that scan 

 

  



DEMOGRAPHY 
 

Description:  This table contains basic life history data for all chimpanzees that have been 

identified by the Kibale Chimpanzee Project.  Most are/were members of the Kanyawara 

community. 

 

Up-to-date April, 2008. Some data on recent immigrants and infants need to be updated 

 

Primary key: chimp_id 

 

Fields: 

field name format description comments 

chimp_id Text 

(3) 

Unique ID code for each 

chimp. 
 

chimp_name Text 

(50) 

The chimp‟s name  

sex Text 

(1) 

The chimp‟s sex. 

M= male; F= female;  

U= unknown 

Blank values for infants that 

have not yet been sexed.   

date_of_birth_original Date 

(med) 

The first record / estimate of 

chimp's date of birth.   

2-Jul indicates an estimated 

date for births in which the 

year is estimated. 

 

date_of_birth_corrected Date 

(med) 

The most recent record / 

estimate of a chimp‟s date 

of birth 

2-Jul indicates an estimated 

date for births in which the 

year is estimated. 

 

degree_est_date_of_birth Text 

(10) 

Accuracy of the date of 

birth estimate.   

 

"month": at least month and 

year known. 

“1-5 years”: individual was a 

juvenile when first seen. 

“>5 years”: individual was 

adult when first seen. 

mother_id Text 

(3) 

ID code of chimp‟s mother Must match an entry in 

chimp_id field 

mother_name Text 

(50) 

Name of the chimp‟s 

mother, if known 

Helpful, but redundant 

date_first_seen Date 

(med) 

The date a chimp was first 

observed, if recorded 

2-Jul-1983 for Basuta chimps 

date_last_seen Date 

(med) 

The date a chimp was last 

observed 

Death date or emigration date 

if known. 

female_date_of_adulthood Date 

(med) 

Date on which a female can 

be considered adult. 

Based on various criteria, see 

criterion_for_adulthood 

criterion_for_adulthood Text 

(50) 

reason why ICG determined 

a females date of adulthood 

 

kanyawara_member_flag Yes/No Indicates whether a chimp Village chimps and rarely 



is/was ever a member of the 

Kanyawara community 

seen individuals are 

generally not K‟nwra 

current_status Text 

(1) 

Indicates a chimp‟s current 

status.  

R= resident (of K‟nwra);  

D= dead;  

T= likely to have 

transferred; U= uncertain;  

V= village chimp 

N= name changed 

Extracted from the “?” 

column in the original .xls 

file. 

 

date_of_first_partial_swelling Text 

(15) 

Indicates when a female‟s 

first partial swelling was 

observed 

Not completed for all 

females. 

 

date_of_first_full_swelling Text 

(15) 

Indicates when a female‟s 

first full swelling was 

observed 

Not completed for all 

females.  

range_comments Text 

(255) 

Information regarding the 

range (neighborhood) of a 

chimp or its mother 

Extracted from the “status” 

column in the original .xls 

file. 

emigration_comments Text 

(255) 

Information regarding a 

female chimp‟s emigration 

Extracted from the “status” 

column in the original .xls 

file. 

immigration_comments Text 

(255) 

Information regarding a 

female chimp‟s emigration 

IN GENERAL: 

Unknown: females with a 

birth date estimate of 

>5years. 

Presumed Immigrant: 

Females with birth date 

estimate of 1-5 years, no 

mother listed 

Natal: females with a known 

mother, birthdate estimate 

month or 1-5 years, and/or 

“T” in current_status. 

Male:  all males assumed to 

be natal 

Village: village chimp 

snare_comments Text 

(255) 

comments regarding snaring 

events/injuries 

Extracted from the “status” 

column in the original .xls 

file 

date_of_naming Date 

(med) 

the date on which a chimp 

was named by KCP 

 

cause_of_death Text 

(255) 

details regarding a chimp‟s 

death, if known 

Many dead chimps with no 

data 

dominance_comments Text 

(255) 

Information regarding a 

chimp‟s dominance rank 

Extracted from the “status” 

column in the original .xls 



file.Very sparse – basically 

just identifies current or past 

alphas. 

new_name Text    

(2) 

lists the ID of chimp‟s new 

name, if applicable 

only for chimps that had 

“official” KCP names that 

were eventually changed. 

name_comments Text 

(255) 

comments regarding a 

chimp‟s previous names or 

identity inconsistencies 

Indicates whether previous 

names were Basuta‟s or 

KCP‟s 

general_comments Text 

(255) 

Other comments  

 

 

 

Updates: 

 ICG 11/23/2005 

o Changed JN‟s date_last_seen to 27 July 1994 (the last record in 

chimp_observation table) 

o chimps with date_first_seen of “1983-1986”  2-July-1983 

o ZB, ZZ, ZB: date_first_seen  2-July 99 

 ICG 3/9/2005 

o EU: name Euro 

o AM:  first seen  23 July 98 

o JZ: first seen  22 Jan 93 

o PI: first seen  1983-86 

o NE: first seen  23 Feb 91 

o HM: first seen  21 Jun 99 

o BB, AJ, TU  high-ranking 

o ST, KK, SL  mid-ranking 

o YB, LK  low-ranking 

 ICG 3/11/05 

o Updated AM date_of_birth_corrected  to 7/18/1998 

o Changed L? chimpID to LY, name Rosary 

o Immigration_comments column: 

 for individuals with no information recorded, made decisions 

according to new criteria listed in field description above. 

 ICG 3/15/05 

o Added PS record to table at Melissa‟s suggestion 

o KK:  

 date_of_birth_corrected  15-Jul-1985 

 date_first_seen  July 1985 

 

 ICG 4/5/05 

o After/during meeting with RWW: 

 Estimated birthdates (date_of_birth_corrected) for HM, OM, 

NN, MK, AH, IN, HL, HK, HH, GZ, ZB, ZZ, KE 



 With RWW, added Indiana (II) to demography – India‟s infant, 

seen once. Updated KPC table also. 

 Removed duplicate IDs: 

 Ngamba (Village)  NM 

 Kateno (originally KO) KN 

o changed in KPC table pre-92 

 Akim (originally AK)  AI 

o changed in KPC table pre-97 

 Kananga (originally NA)  NK 

o changed in KPC table for only sighting (8-jun-

94) 

 

 ICG 4/13/05 

o After meeting with RWW: 

 Added several chimps that appeared in KPC sheets. Indicated 

whether their names eventually changed. 

 BA 

 JN 

 KY 

 NK 

 NY 

 MH 

 TD 

 

 ICG 4/22/05 

o Added female_date_of_adulthood and criterion_for_adulthood 

columns to allow for party size calculation query. 

 ICG 8/12/05 

o  updated BO‟s date_of_birth_corrected to 22-Oct-04 instead of ‟03, as 

instructed by MET. 

 ICG 9/6/06 

o Entered SL‟s date last seen as 22-May-05 

 ICG 4/07 

o Entered date last seen for LF (30-Dec-06) and NL (07-Jan-07) 



ESTROUS_DATES 
 
Description:  This table lists the estrous state of a female (of any age) on every day she 

was observed in a KPC. This now includes estrous scores of 1 (not swollen). If the 

estrous state was not recorded (on the KPC sheet, or by the data entry person), it is 

assumed to be 1. If this assumption was made, the anestrous_assumption box is checked. 

In the early years, data entry people were not instructed to enter scores of 1.  

 

Primary key: date, chimp_id 

 
field name format description comments 

date date 

(med) 

date  

chimp_id text (3) initials of chimp foreign key to 

DEMOGRAPHY 

estrous_score_low text 

(1) 

Lowest estrous 

recorded for a 

female on a given 

date. 

must equal 1, 2 or 3 

estrous_score_high text 

(1) 

Highest estrous 

recorded for a 

female on a given 

date. 

must equal 1, 2 or 3 

anestrous_assumed yes/no indicates that a 

female was seen on 

a given day, but 

here estrous state 

was not recorded in 

the electronic data 

added 10/21/2008. 

Includes females of all 

ages. 

 



FEEDING_BOUT 
 
Description:  This table contains party feeding data, extracted from the KPC data sheets. 

 

July, 1988  Dec 2008 

 

Primary key: date, observer, time 

 
field name format description comments 

date date 

(med) 

date  

observer_id text (3) initials of observer foreign key to 

OBSERVER_LOOKUP 

scan_time time (short) time of feeding 

observation 

on 15 minute interval 

food_id text ID code for food 

species eaten 

foreign key to 

FOOD_LOOKUP 

food_part text ID code for food 

part eaten 

foreign key to 

FOOD_PART_LOOKUP 

THV_flag yes/no indicates whether 

combination of 

food/part = THV 

 

food_id_2 text ID code for second 

food species  

Only if two foods are 

listed for the exact same 

bout 

food_part_2 text ID code for second 

food part 

Only if two FOODS are 

listed for the exact same 

bout 

food2_THV_flag yes/no indicates whether 

combination of 

food/part for food2 

= THV 

 

feeding_comment text (255) comments  

food_id_original text food ID code as 

originally recorded 

on paper and Excel 

files 

useful for reference / 

trouble-shooting 

food_part_original text food part code as 

originally recorded 

useful for reference / 

trouble-shooting 

 



FOOD_LOOKUP 
 
Description:  Contains information on the foods that chimpanzees consume. 

 

Primary key: food_id 

 
field name format description comments 

food_id text (3) date  

old_code text former food codes, 

if applicable, 

separated by 

semicolons 

mostly THV 

genus_species text scientific name of 

food, if known. 

may also be common 

name, or just genus. 

family text family, if known not complete 

type text general food type, 

(tree, shrub, etc) 

not complete 

parts_eaten text codes for parts 

(leaves, fruit, etc) 

of food that are 

normally eaten by 

chimps 

should be updated from 

the feeding_bout table 

THV_flag yes/no indicates whether 

leaves/pith of this 

species are 

considered to be 

THV 

 

farm_crop_flag yes/no indicates whether 

the species is a 

farm crop 

 

notes text comments  

 

 



FOOD_PART_LOOKUP 
 
Description:  Lists the food parts that chimpanzees consume. 

 

Primary key: food_part_id 

 
field name format description comments 

food_part_id text (3) code for food part  

food_part_name text name of food part  

food_part_comments text comments  

 



KPC_HEALTH 
 
Description:  This table lists the health records of individual chimpanzees, as noted on the 

KPC checksheets. This does not include chimpanzees that are observed to be „healthy‟ 

 

January, 2005  Dec 2008 

 

Primary key: date, chimp_id, health 

 
field name format description comments 

date date 

(med) 

date  

chimp_id text (3) initials of chimp foreign key to 

DEMOGRAPHY 

health text 

(1) 

Health code, as 

listed on KPC 

must equal 1 - 5 

comments text 

(255) 

Description of 

ailment 

 



KPC_OBSERVER_DAY 
 
Description:  This table lists all “research days” for each observer. In general, there is one 

row per KPC sheet. It also lists the start time and end for each research day (note that this 

does not necessarily correspond to time spent collecting data, since parties are often lost, 

and new parties found later in the day) 

 

July, 1988  Dec 2008 

 

Primary key: date, observer_id 

 
field name format description comments 

date date 

(med) 

date of research  

observer_id text (3) initials of observer foreign key to 

OBSERVER_LOOKUP 

start_scan_time time 

(short) 

First 15 min 

interval that KPC 

data was recorded 

 

end_scan_time time 

(short) 

Last 15 min 

interval that KPC 

data was recorded 

 

kpc_comments text comments on the 

research day  

 

 



MONKEY_LOOKUP 
 
Description:  Lists the monkey species that the Kanyawara chimpanzees encounter. 

 

Primary key: monkey_species_id 

 
field name format description comments 

monkey_species_id text (3) code for monkey  

monkey_common_name text common name of 

monkey species 

 

monkey_genus_species text scientific name of 

monkey species 

 

 



MONKEY_SIGHTING 
 
Description:  Contains all monkey sightings recorded on the KPC datasheets.  

Contains an entry for every 15 minute interval in which a monkey was seen – should 

eventually change it to encounter start time / end time format. 

 

January, 2003  Dec 2008 

 

Primary key: date, observer, time, monkey_species_id 

 
field name format description comments 

date date 

(med) 

date of research  

observer_id text (3) initials of observer foreign key to 

OBSERVER_LOOKUP 

scan_time time 

(short) 

15 min interval of 

monkey sighting 

 

monkey_species_id text (3) code for monkey 

species 

foreign key to 

MONKEY_LOOKUP 



OBSERVER_LOOKUP 
 
Description:  This table lists the ID codes and names of all observers that collected KPC 

data. Eventually we can include fields containing information regarding reliability, etc. 

 

Primary key: observer_id 

 

field name format description comments 

observer_id text (3) observer code  

observer_name text (50) observer name  

observer_comments text (255) comments 

regarding observer 

 

 

  



SCAN_LOCATION 
 
Description:  Contains the location (grid IDs) of each 15 minute scan. 

 

July, 1988  Dec 2008 

 

Primary key: date, observer, time 

 

field name format description comments 

date date (med) date of observation  

observer_id text (3) initials of observer foreign key to 

OBSERVER_LOOKUP 

scan_time time (short) 15 minute interval 

of location 

 

grid_cell_id text ID of grid cell of 

observation 

foreign key to 

grid_cell_coordinates 

table 

grid_cell_id2 text ID of 2
nd

 grid cell, 

if recorded 

no indication of priority 

 



TMF_5M 
 
Description:  Lists the chimpanzee(s) that was/were listed as being within 5 meters of the 

focal chimpanzee of a given TMF (Ten-minute focal) scan.  

 

January, 1995  Dec 2008 

 

Primary key: date, tmf_observer, tmf_scan_time, 5m_chimp_id 

 

Field descriptions: 

 

field name format description comments 

date date (med) date of TMF scan  

tmf_observer text (3) initials of observer foreign key to 

OBSERVER_LOOKUP 

tmf_scan_time time (short) time of scan  

5m_chimp_id text ID of chimpanzee 

that was within 5m 

of the TMF focal. 

foreign key to 

DEMOGRAPHY 

 

Notes:  

 

Each row must have a corresponding entry (same date, observer, time) in the TMF_scan 

table. 

 

One row per chimp within 5m (if 5 chimps listed as within 5m, then 5 rows in this table) 



TMF_MONKEY 
 
Description:  Lists the monkey species that was/were present at the time of a TMF scan. 

 

January, 1995  Dec 2008 

 

Primary key: date, tmf_observer, tmf_scan_time, tmf_monkey_species_id 

 

Field descriptions: 

 

field name format description comments 

date date (med) date of TMF scan  

tmf_observer text (3) initials of observer foreign key to 

OBSERVER_LOOKUP 

tmf_scan_time time (short) time of scan  

monkey_species_id text code of monkey 

species present 

foreign key to 

MONKEY_LOOKUP 

 

Notes:  

 

Each row must have a corresponding entry (same date, observer, time) in the TMF_scan 

table. 

 

One row per monkey species present. 



TMF_NN 
 
Description:  Lists the chimpanzee(s) that was/were listed as the nearest neighbor(s) of 

the focal chimpanzee of a given TMF scan.  

 

January, 1995  Dec 2008 

 

Primary key: date, tmf_observer, tmf_scan_time, nn_chimp_id 

 

Field descriptions: 

 

field name format description comments 

date date (med) date of TMF scan  

tmf_observer text (3) initials of observer foreign key to 

OBSERVER_LOOKUP 

tmf_scan_time time (short) time of scan  

nn_chimp_id text ID of chimpanzee 

that was a nearest 

neighbor of the 

focal chimpanzee 

foreign key to 

DEMOGRAPHY 

 

Notes:  

 

Each row must have a corresponding entry (same date, observer, time) in the TMF_scan 

table. 

 

One row per chimp listed as nearest neighbor (if 2 chimps listed as nearest neighbors, 

then 2 rows in this table) 



TMF_PARTY 
 
Description:  Lists the chimpanzee(s) that was/were present in the party at the time of a 

TMF scan. 

 

January, 1995  Dec 2008 

 

Primary key: date, tmf_observer, tmf_scan_time, party_chimp_id 

 

Field descriptions: 

 

field name format description comments 

date date (med) date of TMF scan  

tmf_observer text (3) initials of observer foreign key to 

OBSERVER_LOOKUP 

tmf_scan_time time (short) time of scan  

party_chimp_id text ID of chimpanzee 

that was in the 

same party as the 

focal chimpanzee 

foreign key to 

DEMOGRAPHY 

 

Notes:  

 

Each row must have a corresponding entry (same date, observer, time) in the TMF_scan 

table. 

 

One row per chimp present in party (if 10 chimps were in the party, then 10 rows in this 

table) 

 

**There are approximately 1000 TMF scans for which party members have not been 

identified. Need to go to the TMF paper data to extract these data** 

  

**For years up to and including 2008, data were compiled using KPC and TMF data, 

according to the following rules: 

 If TMF focal chimpanzee was listed in the KPC party composition data during the 

nearest 15minute KPC scan, then KPC data were used. 

 If  TMF focal chimpanzee was NOT listed in the KPC party composition data, 

then the party composition data from the TMF were used, 

 

 We followed these rules after deciding that KPC party composition data were 

more accurate. 



TMF_SCAN 
 
Description:  Contains data that apply to each Ten-Minute-Focal scan. Serves as a base 

table for TMF_5M, TMF_NN and TMF_PARTY_COMP. 

 

January, 1995  Dec 2008 

 

Primary key: date, tmf_observer, tmf_scan_time 

 

Field descriptions: 

 

field name format description comments 

date date (med) date of TMF scan  

tmf_observer text (3) initials of observer foreign key to 

OBSERVER_LOOKUP 

tmf_scan_time time (short) time of scan  

kpc_scan_time time (short) time of nearest 

KPC scan 

helpful for joining to 

KPC data. In general, 

first seven minutes 

rounded down, last 8 

minutes rounded up. 

tmf_interval number sequence number 

of scan within a 

TMF.  

each TMF consists of 5 

scans, (#1-5). All scans 

in this table are Fives 

tmf_focal_id text id of focal chimp 

of a given TMF 

foreign key to 

DEMOGRAPHY 

tmf_action text behavior of the 

focal chimp 

foreign key to 

ACTION_LOOKUP 

tmf_height text height of focal 

chimp at time of 

scan 

T = Tree 

G = Ground 

kpc_obs1 text ID of primary 

observer taking 

KPC data 

helpful for joining to 

KPC data 

kpc_obs2 text ID of secondary 

observer taking 

KPC data 

 

tmf_group text IDs (and 

sometimes estrous 

states) of 

chimpanzees 

present in party.  

Taken from original 

TMF data sheets. Not 

always used in 

TMF_PARTY – see 

notes for that table 

year number year of observation  

month number month of obs   

tmf_comments text comments about 

TMF scan 

 



QUERIES AND MACROS 
 
DEMOGRAPHY QUERIES 
 

Description:  For a given date (or dates), these queries calculate 1) the age of all chimps 

and 2) the community composition. 

 

Execution:  

 

1) Open the “Demography Queries” group. 

2) Open the date_input table, and type in the date(s) of interest. (For a long list, use 

an append query. 

3) To determine the ages of all chimps alive on each date: 

a. open the age_on_dateQ query. It will ask you for an age criterion for 

“adult” male. 

b. Results will be displayed. 

i. date: date of interest 

ii. chimp_id 

iii. sex 

iv. age (in years, rounded down) 

v.adult_male_flag (“1” if adult male) 

vi. subadult_male_flag 

vii. adult_female_flag (based on age_of_adulthood in 

DEMOGRAPHY) 

viii. subadult_female_flag 

c. Note – these results will not be saved to a table – this is simply a query 

output. Cut and paste into Excel 

 

4) To determine the community composition on a given date: 

a. open the community_comp_on_dateQ query. 

b. enter age criterion for adult male (years) 

c. results will be displayed: 

i. date 

ii. #chimps: total number of chimps (of any age/sex) alive 

(and considered to be members of Kanyawara community) on that 

day 

iii. # adult males: # males over user-specified age criterion 

iv. # subadult males 

v.#adult females: # adult females (age_of_adulthood in 

DEMOGRAPHY) 

vi. #subadult females 

d. Note – these results will not be saved to a table – this is simply a query 

output. Cut and paste into Excel. 

 

 



DYADIC ASSOCIATION 
 

Description:  For a given period, this macro returns the number of times a given chimp 

(or chimps) was present in a party, the number of times a particular dyad was present in 

the same party and calculates the Simple Dyadic Association Index for each dyad. IT 

SAMPLES EVERY 15 MINUTE INTERVAL. The user can choose the chimps and time 

period. 

 

Execution: 

 

1. Open the “Dyadic Association” group. 

2. Open the dyad_base table. Delete previous rows, enter the IDs of all chimps that 

you‟re interested in, and close the table. 

3. Double click on the Dyadic Association macro. 

4. Enter the start date of the time interval you‟re interested in (M/D/YYYY), and hit 

“OK: 

5. Enter the end date of the time interval you‟re interested in, and hit “OK” 

6. It may take some time for the query to run, depending on how many chimps and 

the length of the period. Eventually the results will be displayed in the 

dyad_output table. This table lists the number of times chimp A was seen, the 

number of times chimp B was seen, the number of times they were seen in the 

same party, and the Simple Dyadic Association Index for the pair. 



Party Size Calculator (Macro) 
 

Description:  From a user-generated table containing the date, time and observer of 

specific events (event_date_time), this macro returns the total party size, and the number 

of adult males (age criterion chosen by user), adult females and swollen females that 

were present. 

 

NOTES:  

rows in event_date_time must be unique 

 

Execution: 

 

1) Open the “Party Size Calculator” group. 

2) Open event_date_time table, and delete previous records. Delete all rows, but do 

not delete the date, observer or time columns. 

3) Populate the event_date_time table with the date, observer and time data for all 

events for which you want to know the party size. Note: This can be done by hand 

for small data sets, but can easily be done using an APPEND query. You may add 

additional columns of interest; these will be displayed in the final output. 

4) Close the event_date_time table and double-click on the party_size_calculator 

macro. 

5) You will be asked to “ENTER MINIMUM AGE OF "ADULT" MALE 

(YEARS)”. For example, if your criterion for adult male is 15 years old or 

greater, enter “15”. 

6) After a few moments, depending on the amount of data, a new table 

(event_party_size) will be displayed. This contains the original columns from 

event_date_time, plus the following columns: 

a. Party Size: The total number of chimps (any age, gender or 

known/unknown). 

b. Adult Males: The total number of adult males (identified + unidentified). 

Note: unidentified adult males are not subject to the age criteria. If the 

observers recorded an unknown “adult” male, it will be included in the 

calculation. 

c. Adult Females: The total number of adult females (identified + 

unidentified). For identifiable females, a female is counted as “adult” if 

the event date falls on or after the date in the female_age_of_adulthood 

column in the demography table. 

d. Swollen Females: The total number of swollen females (identified + 

unidentified; does not take age into account). If two different estrous states 

were recorded for the same female on the same day, this column uses the 

lowest score (estrous_score_low) from the ESTROUS_DATES table. 

 

Notes: 

 

1) Party compositions are taken at 15 minute intervals. For a given interval (say 

8:15), the field assistants are instructed to document all individuals seen in the 



preceding 15 minutes (8:01 – 8:15). So, if the user is interested in the party size at 

8:07, the Party Size Calculator query returns the party size at 8:15.  

 

2) Party Size Calculator does not take certainty of presence into account - if a 

chimpanzee appears in the chimp_observation table, it is included in the 

calculations, regardless of the entry in the uncertainty_flag column. 

 

 


